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Abstract — This paper proposes a cell selection algorithm
for Tetra based professional mobile radio systems where the
users select the base station according to the proposed utility
value. This utility value is determined by considering both
cell load and received signal strength indicator. The main
aim of the proposed method is to distribute the users in a
balanced way among base stations. Based on performance
evaluations, we illustrate that the proposed cell selection
algorithm gives better results than Tetra based cell selection
method in a manner of distribution of the users over all BSs
while reducing waiting time for establishing connection.
Keywords — cell selection, PMR, Tetra, wireless
communication.

I. INTRODUCTION
rofessional Mobile Radio (PMR) is widely used by
emergency services. PMR systems should keep
working even in case of disaster and even when the
conventional public networks are out of order. PMR
systems provide facilities for group call, user groups and
push-to-talk. Their call setup time is less than cellular
systems which plays critical role in emergency situations
[1]. It refers to the two-way radio communication system.
Tetra is a technical platform providing integrated voice
and data services and modern standard for digital PMR. Its
first version was published in 1995 and it is an ETSI
standard. It is designed for emergency services,
government agencies, military and transport services.
There are many advantages that provide Tetra is an ideal
choice for many radio communications requirements such
as security, easy to use and fast call set-up times. Tetra
mobile users have an ability to communicate in both way,
direct-mode operation or trunked-mode operation. Trunk
radio systems work hardly in emergency cases because of
saturation of the access channels of the base station (BS)
that causes large delays and sometimes the
communications becomes impossible. Even in this
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overloaded situations, a dedicated radio system should
overcome this problem to provide successful
communication.
Cell selection is the process of deciding the BS to
provide services to the mobile users. In [2], a novel cell
selection algorithm has been performed by utilizing a
mathematical model of proportional fair scheduling
algorithm to assist a new user to select the best serving
cell by achieving maximum achievable data rate. In [3], in
order to achieve proportional fairness for all users, a cell
selection has been formulated into a network-wide utility
maximization problem. In [4], a cell selection algorithm
has been performed for mobile networks with backhaul
capacity constraints. This model analyzes the possibility to
exploit load balancing among BSs to improve backhaul
capacity utilization. In [5], an intelligent cell selection has
been handled to satisfy user’s requirements as well as
system requirements for inter system handover in
heterogeneous networks. This procedure needs the
aggregation functions based on fuzzy set theory. In [6], a
preference value-based cell selection has been performed
for heterogeneous wireless access environment. This cell
selection contains three stages including candidate cells
selection, preference value calculation, and target cell
determination. In [7], an all-or-nothing demand
maximization algorithm has been performed to satisfy
each mobile user’s requirements by finding a maximumprofit subset of clients. In [8], we have examined Tetra
based cell selection algorithm for Tetra trunk systems by
considering practical constraints.
Except the work presented in [8], all existing works
have been developed for mainly cellular wireless networks
and cannot be directly applied to PMR systems. In this
paper, we propose a cell selection algorithm that takes into
account both cell load and received signal strength
indicator (RSSI) to reduce transmission delay. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
system model. Section III introduces the proposed cell
selection algorithm. Section IV is dedicated to simulation
parameters and performance results. Finally, section V
gives the conclusions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Tetra uses Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
technique with four user channels on one radio carrier
with 25 kHz spacing between carriers by employing π/4
DQPSK modulation scheme [9]. BS u has Mu timeslots
which is defined as follows:

B
(1)
f
where B represents the bandwidth per cell and ∆f is
channel spacing. One of the timeslots can be used for
control channel.
For Tetra Trunk systems, the path loss parameter C1 [9]
is used for cell selection given as:
Mu  4

C1u , k  RSSI u , k  Rx _ Lev _ Access _ Min 
Max(0, MS _ TxPwr _ Max _ Cellu PMSMAX )

(2)

where RSSIu,k is the RSSI value of user k belonging to BS
u, Rx_Lev_Access_Min is the minimum acceptable
received power at mobile user, MS _ TxPwr _ Max _ Cellu
denotes the maximum allowed transmit power for BS u
and PMSMAX is the maximum transmit power in π /4
DQPSK modulation.
The RSSI belonging to uth BS for user k is determined
by,
RSSI u ,k  EIRPu  PLu ,k  BuL  Shu ,k  BL  Gr  CL (3)
where CL is receiver cable loss, Gr is receiver antenna
gain, PLu,k is path loss between user k and BS u, BL is
body loss, Shu,k is shadowing effect modelled by log
normal distribution, BuL is building loss when the user is
inside, PLu,k is the path loss modelled as Hata model [10].
Effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) for BS u is
given by,
(4)
EIRPu  Put  Gt  CLt
t

where Pu is transmit power, Gt is transmitter antenna gain
and CLt is transmitter antenna cable loss.
For Tetra based cell selection algorithm, each mobile
user adds a BS with C1 parameter that is higher than zero
to its candidate set and then it selects the BS by,
u*  arg max C1u ,k , k

(5)

1u  NC

where NC is the total number of BSs in the candidate set.
Besides Tetra based cell selection, it is possible to apply
signal-to-noise ratio (SINR) based cell selection as:
u"  arg max SINRu ,k , k

(6)

1u  NB

where NB is total number of BSs in the Tetra trunk system
in the considered area and SINRu,k is the SINR of user k
belonging to BS u and it is determined by,
Pur
(7)
SINRu ,k 
r
INT  N 0 Bt
r

with Pu is the received power from BS u, INTr is the
interference power caused by the other cells having the
same frequency, N0 is the noise spectral density, Bt is the
transmission bandwidth. Interference power can be
determined by assuming that the cell planning is known at
each user.

III. PROPOSED CELL SELECTION ALGORITHM
The cell load needs to be considered while assigning the
users to the BSs. The unbalanced distribution of users
among cells may cause higher waiting time to
communicate because of the limited number of available
channels. Therefore, we propose a cell selection algorithm
which considers both cell load and RSSI. The procedures
of proposed algorithm is given in the following:
1. Constructing the set based on receiver sensitivity:
Each user k measures the received signal strength from
all BSs. The set is constructed by the BSs whose RSSI
value exceeds a given signal strength threshold, RSSIth:
Pk  u  NB : RSSI u ,k  RSSI th 

(8)

2. Utility Value Calculation:
The user calculates the utility value belonging to each
BS in the set Pk. The utility value is calculated by taking
into account both RSSI value and cell load parameter of
the BSs.
U u , k  wf ( RSSI u , k )  (1  w) g (UCLu ), u, k (9)

where w is the weight of RSSI value and (1-w) is the
weight of mapped cell loading. The function f(.)
represents the transformation of RSSI values and the
function g(.) transforms the unmapped cell load (UCL) to
mapped cell load.
The UCL of BS u is calculated as,
A
I
(10)
UCLu  (1  c) u  c u
Mu
Ku
where Au and Iu are the number of active and inactive
users attaching to uth base station, respectively. Active
users are attached to a cell and communicating whereas
inactive users are only attached but not communicating. c
represents the importance of contribution of inactive users
while determining the cell load. Mu and Ku determines the
number of active and inactive users per BS in the
considered system, respectively. Ku is calculated as:
NU
(11)
 Mu
NB
where NU is total number of users for the considered area.
Ku 

3. Attaching the BS:
In the proposed cell selection algorithm, each user is
attached to BS by,
u*  arg max U u ,k , k

(12)

uPk

The aim of the proposed cell selection algorithm is to
attach the users to BS having the maximum utility value to
balance the users among to BSs.
The flowchart of the proposed algorithm is shown in
Fig. 1.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
While providing performance evaluations, we consider
only voice users which need only one channel. Indoor
users have extra building loss. In the BSs, there are more
than one antennas to achieve uplink diversity where the
signal having highest power is selected.
The number of active users varies depending on the
traffic load of the system. Only high traffic load is
considered in simulations where the percentage of active
users is 50%. The proposed algorithm is evaluated for
using two different weights.

users which are uniformly distributed in the coverage area.
Each base station has 24 channels. The BSs with same
color have same carrier frequency and frequency reuse
factor is chosen as 1:7.
TABLE 2: MAPPING OF CELL LOAD VALUES IN g FUNCTION

UCL
0 – 0.5
0.5 – 0.8
0.8 - 1

Index
1
2
3

g(.)
1
0.66
0.33

TABLE 3: SIMULATION PARAMETERS

PARAMETERS
Transmit Power
Transmission Bandwidth
Channel Spacing (∆f )
Noise Spectral Density
Receiver Sensitivity
TX Antenna Gain
TX Cable Loss
RX Antenna Gain
RX Cable Loss
BS Antenna Height
MS Antenna Height
Building Loss
Weight of RSSI (w)
Parameter c
Percentage of Indoor Users

Tetra
44 dBm
20 kHz
25 kHz
-174 dBm/Hz
-115 dBm
8 dB
6 dB
-2 dB
0 dB
30 m
1.5 m
16.5 dB
0.3, 0.5
0.1
30%

Fig. 1. Flowchart of proposed cell selection algorithm
While calculating utility value, transformation of RSSI
values is done in f function and mapping of cell load is
calculated in g function. In f function, the measured RSSI
values are sorted and the function returns a mapped value
corresponding RSSI according to Table 1 in mobile user.
In g function, the cell load is mapped as given in Table 2
and then it is broadcasting by BS by using 2 bit. The
simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.
TABLE 1: MAPPING FUNCTION OF RSSI VALUES IN f FUNCTION

Sorted RSSI

f(.)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
0.928
0.857
0.786
0.714
0.643
0.571

Sorted
RSSI
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

f(.)
0.5
0.429
0.357
0.286
0.214
0.143
0.071

The considered urban area cell model is shown in Fig.
2. In this area, there are NB=14 base stations and NU=600

Fig. 2. 22km x 23km Urban Model
The performance of cell selection algorithms are
investigated by considering at Load Fairness Index (LFI),
which is calculated as:
NU 2
(13)
LFI 
NB
NB u 1 S u2
where Su is the total number of active and inactive users in
BS u.
The other metrics considered to compare performance

results are the average user counter, which is the total
number of requests to be attached to a BS and the number
of waiting user which is the number of unattached active
users and the BER performance of active users.
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of users among BSs. It is
shown the fairness is satisfied by SINR and Tetra based
algorithms compared to the proposed algorithm, which is
undesirable since it increases the waiting time for
connection. In Table 4, it is given that the average user
counter and the number of waiting users are much lower
for the proposed algorithm which leads to design practical
systems while improving the service quality in Tetra based
systems. The load fairness index is almost 1 for the
proposed algorithm, which is desirable and also
demonstrates the effect of variation of distributed users.
Besides, the required outage probability for voice
transmission, which must be lower than 5%, is also
satisfied for the proposed cell selection algorithm as seen
in Table 5.

V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a cell selection method which is
suitable for practical applications for Tetra trunk systems.
The main target of the proposed algorithm is to increase
the load fairness index to distribute the users among the
cells fairly. In the proposed algorithm, the users are
attached to BS considering the utility values calculated
based on RSSI value and cell load. Therefore, each user
selects the BS that has the highest utility value. We have
obtained the performance results in an urban area with
high traffic condition since the waiting time to connect the
BS is very critical for these crowded areas. According the
performance results, we have shown that proposed cell
selection algorithm gives the best performance in a
manner of distribution of active and inactive users over all
BSs while satisfying the required outage probability to
establish reliable transmission.
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